Examining the evolution of British and Australian policing, this comparative review of the literature considers the impact of community legitimacy derived from early concepts of policing by consent against contemporary policing challenges. Using the August 2011 disorder in Britain as a lens, this paper considers whether, in striving to maintain community confidence, undue emphasis is placed on the police's public image at the expense of community safety. Examining the path of policing reform, the impact of bureaucracy on policing and the evolving debate surrounding police performance, this review suggests that, while largely delivering on the ideal of an ethical and strong police force, a preoccupation with self-image may in fact result in tarnishing the very thing British and Australian police forces strive to achieve -their standing with the public. This paper advocates for a more realistic goal of gaining public respect rather than affection in order to achieve the difficult balance between maintaining trust and respect as an approachable, ethical entity providing firm, confident policing in this ever-evolving, modern society.
Introduction
Various scholarly accounts of the history of British policing describe the underpinning philosophy of its development: that the police and public are but one community, which in turn gives its 'consent' to be policed (Reith 1956 , O'Brien 1972 , Williams and Harris 2008 . This comparative review explores whether, in striving to maintain the community's confidence, undue emphasis is placed by police on concepts of image through public relations activity, rather than service delivery. It also examines whether police are at risk of neglecting the 'public assurance' component of their informal societal contract to maintain community safety.
In Britain, Sir Robert Peel's 1829 legislation established London's Metropolitan Police and later that year, joint founding Commissioners Charles Rowan and Richard Mayne drafted nine 'Principles of Policing' for the guidance of officers (Reith 1956 ). These incorporate themes of police and community co-operation and policing by the community's consent, a concept commonly held to be crucial to the success of western democratic policing (Jones et al. 1996 , Jackson 2010 . Modern police practices strive to maintain a model of community co-operation (Innes et al. 2007, Morgan and Newburn 1997) .
In the 180 years since Rowan and Mayne's seminal vision of policing, much has changed within societies using this as a concept of social control. The rapid liberalisation of western society from the 1960s, changes in standards of behaviour and shifting public mores on a range of issues are some of the challenges facing modern policing (Marenin 1996, Walker and Richards 1996) . As a result, much reform in policing has occurred since the 1970s (Woodcock 1991 , Etter 1993 , Ryan 1996 . Throughout, police strive to maintain a positive public image in a 'hearts and minds' battle to reassure society and maintain its 'consent' (Innes et al. 2007, p. 9) . developmental path of policing both there and in Australia. A useful point from which to commence this analysis is Rowan and Mayne's 1829 nine 'Principles of Policing', often referred to in historical accounts of the development of western democratic policing (Critchley 1967 , 1977 , Uildirks and Van Reenen 2004 . The principles encompass notions of police/public connectedness as one society and it is strikingly apparent that all contain a strong theme of police and public co-operation. Reith's (1956) still relevant account of Britain's policing development noted that Rowan and Mayne's concept of a police force was unique in history and throughout the world because it derived power not from fear but almost exclusively from public co-operation with the police. These concepts are seen as strong foundations in the development of a democratic policing model and remain highly influential in the western world today (Williams and Harris 2008) .
The power of legitimacy
This policing philosophy survived and flourished as the police forces of Britain and Australia developed and evolved in the following 180 years. Beetham (1991) contends that the intertwining of police and the public as outlined in the principles gives legitimacy to the British policing model, providing it with a high degree of quasi-moral authority. People confer legitimacy on institutions not simply because the latter adhere to standards of good behaviour, but also because they regard them as normative and ethical frameworks (Beetham 1991) . A similar view is supported by the American study by Tyler and Fagan (2008) . Jackson et al. (2012) examined why a sense of moral alignment between police and people is such an important component of police legitimacy in Britain.
They noted that this legitimacy can have a powerful impact on police-public relations. If people base legitimacy on common moral values, then demonstrations of shared purpose will be key; if most people are concerned about justice and morality, then legitimacy is given a sounder normative basis (Jackson et al. 2012) .
Historical and cultural parallels in policing
The similarities between British and Australian policing structures, practices and law are self-evident. This is to be expected, given the development of Australian policing from the British model (Enders 2001). These commonalities are highly visible, everywhere from police ranks, uniform, insignia, terminology, procedural instructions, mode of operations and statute law enforced by police. With similarities in history, societal culture, system of government and common threats faced, British and Australian policing practices are inextricably and closely linked (Senior 1997 ).
Britain's police structure has evolved in line with its central and local government model and geographic forces based on county and municipal borders in England and Wales (Scotland having its own arrangements). Historically, each has been led by a Chief Constable who under statute had authority of 'direction and control' of the force. Until 2012, Chief Constables were directly accountable to the Home Secretary for national efficiency and effectiveness, and to local democratic oversight via a police consultative committee (ACPO 2012).
However, a seismic change has occurred in police leadership and accountability protocols from late 2012, marking a major departure from the traditions of the past. In November 2012, 41 police and crime commissioners (PCCs) were elected across England and Wales to give the public a say about cutting crime. In London the Mayor of London has the powers of a PCC. The power of the new PCCs are far reaching within their local area; they include holding the chief constable to account for policing, including appointing and, where necessary, dismissing them, setting and updating a police and crime plan, setting the force budget and regularly engaging with the public. The PCC is directly accountable to the public for the performance of the police service in their area. As Gilmore (2012) noted, the PCC for each police force is directly elected by the public. This presents a looming challenge to the doctrine central to British models of policing accountability, whereby Chief Constables had direct and exclusive control of policing within their force without political interference. It is as yet unclear how much operational influence the PCCs will have on their police force and by consequence, how much, if any, the police will be politicised through these major changes in accountability and control.
In contrast, Australia has in effect nine legal systems: eight state and territory systems and one federal system. All Australia states as well as the Northern Territory have their own police forces that deal with crimes under state or territory laws. The Australian Federal Police investigate offences against federal laws, including drug trafficking, illegal immigration, crimes against national security and the environment (AIC 2012) . Enders (2001) notes that Australia has a less centralised organisational structure than that of Britain's. However, the small number of police agencies in Australia means that policy communication between its leadership is relatively easy compared to the British model.
Policing a changing world with finite resources
It can be argued that any discussion of modern policing challenges should start with an acknowledgement of the inherent and constant strain between finite resources, operating budgets and the expanding roles and responsibilities of police in a modern, evolving society (Rogers and Gravelle 2012) . Technological, social and demographic change (Bird 1992 ) and the phenomenon of globalisation (Clarke and Knake 2010) are key generators of new challenges for policing. They are also important factors driving police away from their founding principles, thereby weakening connections with the public (Bayley and Nixon 2010) .
As with many government service industries, police must now do more with less (Etter 1993, Fleming and Graboski 2009 ). Thus, a juggling of resources and priorities is ever present, bringing inevitable tensions and the inability to 'deliver' in certain areas at certain times (Batts et al. 2012) . Palmer (1995) observed that these challenges are continual and are only likely to increase. The police must now be all things to all people (Jinks 1990) . It is posited that these very real resource constraints on police are a reasonable and pragmatic starting point from which to commence this comparative review.
The road to police reform
Following a long period of stability, reflecting little change in the wider social setting, the 1960s set in train moves to modernise police practices. Consequently, the 1970s and 1980s brought various drivers of police reform: misconduct scandals; incidents of poor performance; ethnic, cultural and demographic changes in Britain and later Australia. Additionally, a push developed from within the police themselves to 'professionalise' and provide a better image to the public (Palmer 1995 , Stone and Travis 2011 , Sklansky 2011 ). An increased level of sophistication within society, combined with higher awareness about civil rights has lead to greater accountability and interest in what the police do and how they do it (Patton 1992 ). An increasingly consumerist society means that people expect to be regarded as 'customers' and treated with a deference almost akin to that offered in a retail transaction (Halpren 2010; Rogers & Martin 2007) . Finally, technological change in the form of an information explosion has been the catalyst for transforming society and thus its policing needs (Batt et al. 2012 ).
Much of this reform has been in response to changes in society, but some observers have questioned whether reform has become part of an ongoing cycle -in other words, the 'new normal'. Fleming and Rhodes (2004b) New management techniques were drawn from the private sector in the 1980s to restructure public sector agencies along broadly corporate lines (Vickers and Kouzmin 2001, Terpstra and Trommel 2009) . Performance management regimes, accountability mechanisms, external civilian review bodies and more stringent budget reporting are just some of the factors placing major additional bureaucratic burdens on police, so much so that administrative reform has become a continuing activity (Fleming and Rhodes 2004a) . Bayley (1994) , Prenzler and Ransley (2002) and Fleming and Lafferty (2000) describe how the major agendas for police reform in Australia have been driven by demands for efficiency, effectiveness, concerns about police-community relationships and police performance. By contrast, Fleming and Rhodes (2004a) note that industrial strife and public disorder in Britain provided the impetus for the reforms of the 1980s, principal amongst these being the findings of Lord Scarman (1986) into the Brixton riots of the early 1980s. Sir Patrick Sheehy (1993) , in a report concerning police performance found that structural and organisational reforms of the police have been driven by managerialist agendas of operational effectiveness, efficiency and accountability.
There is no doubt that police have historically been resistant to change. The move in the early 1990s to remake police organisations as corporate entities was resisted vigorously in Australia by senior police officers, rank and file police and their unions (Fleming and Lafferty 2000) . Similarly, the British Government's white paper on police reform in 1992 created an unprecedented wave of resistance from police officers at every level (Reiner 1993) .
Research in this millennium suggests that the police remain reluctant to embrace change. Davies and Thomas (2003 p. 682-3) claim that police organisations are resistant to change because of a deeply entrenched and pervasive occupational culture. Fleming and Rhodes (2004b) note that most accounts of police reform use 'police culture' as an explanatory variable (Chan 1997 , Reiner 1992 , Barton, 2003 .
Police culture may continue to exist as a bond which drives resistance to outsiders (Loftus 2009 ). In an alternative view it is feasible to theorise that the resistance to change shown by some police (particularly within the non-commissioned ranks) may be a symptom of reform fatigue (Brodeur 2007 ) as a consequence of many years of a constant cycle of change in policy, procedures and management initiatives.
The growing burden of bureaucracy
From inception, British (and later Australian) policing organisations were strongly hierarchical and paramilitary in structure, drawing on practices used in the British military (Geller and Swanger 1995, Bayley 1994) . This brought its own sizeable bureaucracy as reports travelled up and down an interminable chain of command.
However, since the early 1980s a metamorphosis from 'command and control' to 'managerialism' policing models has spawned a new type of bureaucracy. Vickers and Kouzmin (2001) cautioned on the possible deleterious effects of managerialism within Australian police forces if a too rationalistic approach is taken to policing.
They describe the sometimes inappropriate embracing of managerialism by police leaders as faddism, with an undue focus on rationalism which is not in keeping with the complexities of policing (Vickers and Kouzmin 2001) .
In examining police managerialism, Reiner (1991) observes that senior police are no longer seen primarily as leaders but as managers, identifying a Chief Officer's main challenges as budgeting, internal communications and growing their organisations, with little reference to leadership per se. Fleming and Rhodes (2004b) note that there are other issues associated with legitimacy and authority when police try to operate on this competitive, quasi-commercial basis, drawing on work by Loader (1999) , who contends:
The more the police resort to market imperatives as a means of reconfiguring police-public relations, the more difficult it will be for them to speak and act as ultimate guardians of order and security; to stand above the competitive fray and appeal successfully to other principles and loyalists, to 'traditional' modes of authority and expertise. (Loader 1999, p. 378) In earlier work, Fleming and Rhodes (2004a) A cultural change needs to be embedded into the DNA of the service, so that the level of bureaucracy becomes proportionate to the task. This is not a one-sizefits-all approach, but is instead about giving officers a decision-making framework and the personal skills to respond to the context in which they find themselves. (Berry 2009, p. 7) Police bureaucracy has also bloomed as a result of rapid diversification of policing into specialist functions and management silos and the splintering of management and command as a consequence. Berry (2009) examined some typical business structures within modern British police forces, finding that meeting and consultation groups and committees exist for dozens of functions raising time, cost and duplication questions.
Bureaucracy and political correctness
On the subject of bureaucracy and political correctness, Gower-Davies (2012) finds allegations of institutional racism within British police forces (as laid by the McPherson Inquiry and other sources) to lack substance and describes how the resulting bureaucratic burdens placed on police forces have impeded their ability to serve the public. This assessment was made in the wake of the conviction of a gang of Muslim men in Rochdale (a large market town in Greater Manchester, England) for the rape of several girls, who were mostly white. It is feared that the sex ring was not sufficiently investigated for several years because of the overwhelming pressures on police to demonstrate racial sensitivity (Gower-Davies, 2011) . Alleged police and local authority failings in this matter were considered so serious that a major overhaul of child protection laws and procedures followed (Rochedale-Borough Safeguarding Children 2012).
Gower-Davies (2011) contends that this was a case of reverse institutional racism, whereby concerns of vulnerable white girls from disadvantaged backgrounds regarding ethnic minority suspects were not taken seriously and links this mind-set with the propensity of '… an over-anxious police leadership to make a fool of itself by adopting policies which are neither operationally nor socially nor ethically sound and proper ' (2011, p. 82) .
A thorough review of the literature with regard to this key finding failed to find any argument to the contrary. Evidence has now emerged of similar gang related 'grooming' activities in a number of British urban locations over the past two years, so much so that leading British Muslim and child protection organisations launched the Community Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation (CAASE) in May 2013 in an attempt to combat these activities.
In many of these cases, the authorities (including police) have been found wanting in the timeliness and appropriateness of their response (Cockbain 2013), often for fear of being seen as racially insensitive. In defence of police, these activities are notoriously difficult to progress for a range of reasons. Nevertheless, the Rochdale case clearly highlights the blight caused when bureaucracy and political correctness collide.
Bureaucracy and the performance target culture
In the final report on reducing police bureaucracy, Berry (2009) tells the story of a police constable who, upon being assigned a problem housing estate was able to reduce crime over 90% through a range of community policing strategies, only to be criticised by managers for not meeting arrest targets. Berry (2009) (1) To garner information and intelligence to assist in the fight against crime, thus keeping the community as safe as possible (Feist 1999).
(2) To maintain and enhance the public image of the police, thereby providing assurance about their capabilities to protect the community (Mawby 2001) .
Communication methods used in pursuit of the first objective are highly sophisticated, refined and targeted and are vital to the success of modern policing methods. However, whether expending resources on public relations efforts to maintain and polish the image of police (in line with the second objective) can always be justified is open to debate. Mawby (2001) , in discussing the rise of public relations activity in promoting the police, notes the exponential rise in budgets and resources allocated by police to this task to feed an insatiable demand by the media. Wright (2012) contends that when the role of police becomes one where they are crafting media plans and leveraging new technology that can easily distort or spin facts, then they are not enhancing their reputations through transparency and accountabilitythey are doing exactly the opposite.
Public relations activity by police that is purely aimed at image polishing may include the self-reporting of successes in an at-all-costs portrayal of a dynamic, capable image (Hollins and Bacon 2010) . For example, in a 2012 survey the Australian Centre for Independent Journalism study found that 70% of police stories published in sampled newspapers over five week-days originated from police public relations units (Hollins and Bacon 2010) . Chermack (1995) examined how police departments construct public images to ensure favourable media presentation and found that while the media can contribute to police accountability, they are also in the business of providing news that will attract consumers. The strong emphasis placed by police on their public image can be justified as keeping faith with Rowan and Mayne's 1829 principles, by building or at least maintaining public confidence.
However, more relevant to this study is how that confidence can be gained. Myhill and Beak (2008) suggest that the general public are far more pragmatic in their personal assessment of whether or not the police are doing a good job, and are likely to base their views on dealing with the things that matter to their community.
Research suggests actual contact with the police is far more crucial to the issue of confidence in the police than public relations campaigns. Gallagher et al. (2001) concluded that citizens' experiences with the police effect their overall assessment of them -the more positive a citizen's recent experience with the police, the more positive the citizen's over-all assessment of them will be .
In contrast, Skogan (2006) suggests that negative experiences in publicinitiated encounters have a disproportionately negative impact on confidence, while positive experiences in specific encounters are less likely to impact positively on general confidence (the asymmetry theory). Irish research on police marketing and image (Bohan 1987) suggests that, while perceptions of the police can generally be high, support can be patchy and linked to individual areas of grievance. Myhill and Beak (2008) also found that neighbourhood conditions played a significant role in the public's confidence in the police; people who perceived low levels of anti-social behaviour in their neighbourhood had twice the confidence in police of those living with high levels of anti-social behaviour. Despite significant efforts made by British police forces to maintain and improve their public image some studies suggest that they have slipped steadily in the public's esteem over the past 50 years (Jackson 2010) . For example, Jackson (2010) notes that Britain's 1962 Royal Commission on the Police reported that 83% of those interviewed professed great respect for the police, 16% said they had mixed feelings and only 1% said they had little or no respect. Ten years later, Belson (1975) reported on a survey of Londoners which found that 73% of adults had a lot of respect for the police, 25% had some respect and 2% had not much respect.
According to Reiner (2000) the police have dropped markedly in the British public's esteem: 'Where once the police occupied an iconic and identity-bearing status of British life, public confidence is now tentative and brittle … to be renegotiated case by case' (Reiner 2000, p. 162) . To examine the many and complex reasons why the police have slipped somewhat in public esteem is, however, beyond the scope of this study as a multitude of factors about societal change and policepublic dynamics are involved.
Confidence in the police: a turning point in the debate
Until recently, public debate about police performance was weighted towards how the police were viewed in terms of accountability and malfeasance (Oliver 1987 In a formal response, the Metropolitan Police (2011) acknowledged that it was possible that the trouble would not have spread had there been more officers available more quickly. There would appear to be evidence for and against the notion that police were reluctant to confront the rioters. On one hand, the Home Affairs Committee's report, (2011) said flooding the streets with police was what ultimately quelled the disorder, although the same report also accused the police of being 'too soft' in their initial response to the disorder. In support of public allegations of police timidity are the countless eyewitness accounts of the rioting reported in the media of police officers looking on, in some cases metres away, as life was threatened and property stolen or destroyed. As the RCVP (2012, p. 22) notes in its final report: 'It seems clear that the spread of rioting was helped both by televised images of police watching people causing damage and looting at will, and by the ability of social media to bring together determined people to act collectively.'
Claims by police that they were simply undermanned are supported by the testimony of mid-ranking police on the streets at the time, later interviewed for a London School of Economics research study (Newburn 2012) . The officers claim a shortage of numbers necessitated an approach of safety first to ensure no officer was left isolated or exposed to the mob violence. Some officers believe that these tactics based on manpower shortage were misunderstood by the public as the actions of a timid and confused force (Newburn 2012) . Despite some safety justifications, the levels of caution displayed by police, in both policy and practice during the riots can Yet whole streets of businesses and homes were burnt and/or severely damaged and hundreds of shops savagely ransacked in several London suburbs.
Going further, Waiton contrasts the genuine sense of anger and injustice against police which fuelled earlier British riots of the 1980s to those of 2011. In the latter, the police were not front and centre as the focus of grievance (Murji and Neal, 2011) , the wholesale violence and destruction giving more the appearance of individuals encouraged by a wholesale lack of authority from those who can be described as the ruling 'Elites' (Waiton 2012) . To clarify, this term is being used here to describe political and community leaders, powerbrokers, senior figures in the Executive (including police leaders) and others who have traditionally wielded great moral and/or legal authority. Some have attributed the erosion of credibility (and thus authority) of the Elites as being of their own making, pointing to the political and banking scandals of mendacity and greed in recent years (Scambler and Scambler 2011) . Another explanation proffered, with echoes of strain theory, is that Neo-liberal capitalism has led to a nihilistic consumerist culture (Wall, Moxon 2011 ) which must be fed by any means, legal or illegal.
Yet others point to a modern socialisation of some young people that has next to no element of personal responsibility, autonomy, self-reliance or respect at its core, leading to dependant, narcissistic, vulnerable and 'entitled' cohorts of youth (Waiton 2012 , O'Neill 2011 , Furedi 2004 . A question worthy of much further research is whether the police have allowed themselves to become the face of this 'crumbling authority' through subtle, almost sub-conscious displays of anxiety about their selfimage, as was glimpsed during the riots?
Certainly, there are signs of discomfort within the Elites on this topic. The initial response of government to police performance during the riots was both noteworthy and highly unusual, in that it offered less than whole-hearted support for Whether or not police tactics during the riots were too timid, it may be instructive to examine why the police might be keen to be seen as measured in their response to the rioting. Specific and general factors influence this stance. The 2011 riots can be viewed in the context of public debate in the preceding two years alleging police 'heavy-handedness' in the policing of G8 and G20 summits and student protests in London (Gerada and Austin 2010, Heydon 2011) . One incident which gave rise to claims of police brutality involved the death of a newspaper vendor following a scuffle with police, as he became involved in a public order situation in central London (Rosie and Gorringe, 2009 ). These circumstances would suggest that the police are, understandably, highly sensitive to any perceptions of heavy-handedness.
But are the police themselves, encouraged by constant public commentary from a range of sources, sometimes confusing police image with police performance?
This brings into focus the constant dilemma of the need to offer 'soft' policing which promotes a warm, friendly public image, yet demonstrate a willingness to police public disorder firmly and with confidence. This study asserts that both approaches constitute re-assurance policing, sending appropriate messages to the public in different circumstances. Innes (2005) concluded that future policing styles need to be able to respond to the diverse demands of the public and that this will require a combination of hard and soft policing. Worrall (1999) examined in depth the often unseen dichotomy between police image and police efficacy. Factors such as age, race, income and residential location have long figured as variables in the research on public perceptions of police , Skogan 2006 , Myhill and Beak 2008 ) but Worrall (1999 adds further dimensions as variables in the mix: the ability of the police to solve crime and prevent crime. This suggests that the public view the police on at least two separate levels: their perceived standing in the community and how well they perform in protecting it from crime.
The British debate now underway on the effectiveness of police in the 2011 riots has significant ramifications for Australian policing. Australian society has yet to be confronted with the type of disorder witnessed in Britain and thus its police remain untested in their response to such an event. Nonetheless, research findings that public perceptions of the police are primarily coloured by their personal experiences and contact with officers are just as relevant to Australian policing. Research examined in this review suggests that police are more likely to be judged on their actions, rather than words by a pragmatic majority of the public.
Conclusion
A summative view of the research material suggests that society expects both integrity and effective enforcement from its police -in effect, the idealised 'best of both worlds'. This idealised Police Force would be regarded as both ethical and strong.
Policing agencies in both Britain and Australia have generally been successful in delivering this ideal to the public, at least in terms of public image and the reassurance that this brings. However, British policing's continued focus on pursuing Rowan and Mayne's objective of garnering affection may have unintended negative consequences. It is posited that the police, through a preoccupation with self-image, may in fact be on the path to tarnishing their standing with the public. In Britain at least, it seems likely that the public at large have more pragmatic and personal expectations about protection of life and property and maintenance of good order. The It is posited that in a society where discipline of self and community through formal or informal control is not as prevalent as in times past, the police are never likely to be looked on with affection, as envisaged by Rowan and Mayne 180 years ago. It is proposed that an updated, more realistic view of Rowan and Mayne's principles be adopted and brought into the public debate, with more emphasis on respect rather than affection and a renewed focus on protection of the community.
Police in Britain and Australia must strike a careful balance between maintaining trust and respect of the community as an approachable, ethical and communicative entity and providing firm, confident policing, unshackled by fears of being accused by some as being heavy-handed at times. Democratic policing is not and has never been an activity which brings huge popularity to its executors. It can perhaps be better described as a battle to provide assurance to the public -by deeds rather than words -that not only will their rights be protected, but their life and property as well.
